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**What do you do as an intern at this organization?**
I work alongside their mechanical controls production area to troubleshoot production issues.

**How did you find your internship?**
INRoads helped me find my internship. They are an organization committed to developing and placing talented underserved youth in business and industry, and by doing so, prepare them for corporate and community leadership.

**What do you enjoy most about your internship?**
The hands on experiences is amazing. Because we work so closely with production I often use the machines and go through the production line to help my investigation.

**What do you find challenging?**
The most challenging part of my internship is not finding areas of improvement, but implementing the improvement. Because everything is so timed and there are so many hoops to jump through, I must be 100% sure my improvement will not slow or complicate the process.

**What advice would you offer to someone who wants to make the most of an internship like yours?**
Ask questions! Learn about the inner workings of the company. Even if you are just a marketing intern, knowing about the dynamic between the machine shop, shipping, and production can help you get a better understanding of all the logistics that make the place run smoothly.
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